Our God Loves Justice:
Study Questions
Prepared by W. Travis McMaken
with Kaitlyn Centini
Chapter 1: Reading Helmut Gollwitzer in America
1. How do we normally think of the relationship between things like patriotism, socialism,
and the working class? Have things always been that way?
2. Is there a connection between fundamentalist Christianity and capitalist fundamentalism?
What role have fundamentalist institutions like Moody Bible Institute played in
legitimizing and perpetuating capitalist orthodoxy?
3. What does it say about the unity of American civic and religious identity in the 20th
century that the phrase “one nation under God” was added to the Pledge of Allegiance,
and “In God we Trust” was added to US currency? Was this Christianity influencing
politics, politics influencing Christianity, or something more complicated?
Chapter 2: Grace upon Grace: Helmut Gollwitzer’s Life and Work
1. Is theology boring? Are there more or less boring kinds of theology? What makes
theology boring or otherwise? What was it about Dialectical Theology that blew “the dust
of boredom” (p. 22) off theology for Gollwitzer?
2. Gollwitzer describes socialism as “a predicate of the Gospel” in Karl Barth’s thought (p.
28). What does that mean? Why might Barth (and Gollwitzer) make this claim?
3. What part of Gollwitzer’s life story resonates most with you? Inspires you? Worries you?
Chapter 3: Gollwitzer’s Political Theology
1. Dialectical Theology affirms God’s nonobjectifiability. What does this mean? What
consequences does it have for doing theology, and especially for political theology?
2. What is the logical relationship between Dialectical Theology and contextual theologies?
Liberation theologies? Political theologies?
3. All theology is political for Gollwitzer. Why might we agree or disagree? What are some
common responses to such a claim? How might Gollwitzer answer those responses?
Chapter 4: Gollwitzer’s Theological Politics
1. Gollwitzer’s relation to democratic socialism changed and developed over time, before
his experiences in the 1960s helped to decisively define his views. Do any parts of this
story resonate with you? In which of Gollwitzer’s stages of development do you find
yourself?
2. Gollwitzer understands that it is impossible to have true democracy without socialism.
How does this align or contrast with prevailing notions about democracy in America
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today? Which vision for democracy is more compelling: Gollwitzer’s or the
contemporary American version?
3. What are some ways that Christians have traditionally thought about engaging in
violence? What does it mean to say “all revolutionary violence is counterviolence” (p.
144)? How does analysis of economic theories such as socialism and capitalism dovetail
with the question of violence in contexts of war and revolution?
Chapter 5: Church and Confession
1. Gollwitzer wants “a dangerous church because a church that is not dangerous is no help
at all” (p. 151). What does this mean? What is “Christendom,” and how does it fit in
here?
2. What does it mean for Gollwitzer to think the church as an event, and as “a political
event” (p. 164). How does this align or contrast with how we normally think of the
church? What consequences might follow from Gollwitzer’s ecclesiology?
3. What is a status confessionis? Why might someone think that the church in North
American—indeed, in all the global North—finds itself in such a condition? Do you
agree or disagree?
Appendix 1: Must a Christian Be a Socialist?
1. Gollwitzer argues that a Christian must be a socialist. Why? What does Gollwitzer mean
when he says that a Christian “must” be a socialist? What sort of necessity does he mean,
and what sort doesn’t he mean?
2. Do you agree with Gollwitzer that a Christian must be a socialist? Why or why not?
3. Does Gollwitzer think that being a socialist means that there are no further political
decisions that you have to make? What does he mean when he talks about socialism
forming a “channel” (p. 178)?
Appendix 2: Why Am I, as a Christian, a Socialist? Theses
1. What does it mean to be a socialist, and what are some of the difficulties that Gollwitzer
identified for socialists in his own day? Are these still difficulties for socialists today?
Are there any further difficulties that have developed since Gollwitzer wrote his theses?
2. What does Gollwitzer identify as “the most important question today” for Christians (p.
193)? Do you agree? Why or why not?
3. Why do people become socialists, according to Gollwitzer? Why do Christians become
socialists? How does Gollwitzer’s comment about the “direction and orientation” of the
gospel fit in here (p. 194)?
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